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As reported in:

The More You Hurt…
The Better it Works!

“I can play 18   
  holes of golf  
  without a  
  twinge of  
  back pain.”
     – Andy R.
   

YEARS of 
Pain GONE! 
And Judy’s 
garden is more 
beautiful than 
ever.

“After only one week...
 they were 
 98% PAIN FREE.”  
Shouldn’t you be  
taking it too?



Dear Soon to Be Pain-Free Friend,

Do you always take the elevator because 
even one flight of stairs is intolerable on your 
knees and hips?

Do simple household tasks like replacing 
a light bulb leave your wrists and fingers 
throbbing in pain?

Or, does your aching back holler at you  
in pain when you even attempt to lift and  
carry a suitcase?

  Finally, does joint pain and sleepless  
    nights make you so irritable that friends  

   and family members steer clear? 

If any of this sounds familiar,  
    you aren’t alone. And I bet  

you’d just about anything to halt the  
never-ending pain. 

You’ve considered risky prescriptions, 
painful injections, over-the-counter meds,  
and tons of natural remedies, too.

And while many of these solutions offer 
some relief…the aches and pains never really go 
away. That’s because they do nothing to address 
what’s causing your pain to begin with!

So if you’re tired of conventional medicine’s 
Band-aid approach to joint problems, I have 
some exciting news.

Finally—there’s an amazingly effective 
remedy that can…

Speed PURE REPAIR POWER 
directly to your joints

rebuilding cartilage… renewing  
lost flexibility… and rejuvenating  

your range of motion.

It’s a remedy that’s backed by research 
conducted by Stanford, Harvard and other 
prestigious medical institutions.  

Even better, it’s been shown in human, 
double-blind clinical studies – the gold 
standard of medical research – to…

“Relieve 98% of pain in just weeks” 
and help you enjoy active living again!

I’ll explain more in a minute, but first  
allow me to introduce myself. My name is  
Dr. Darren Farnesi. I’m the founder and 
Medical Director of Medical Age Management, 

You’ve tried everything for  your awful joint pain...
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Your results may vary. These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to 
diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. You should always consult with your physician before using these or any such products.

So why are you still hurting?



You’ve tried everything for  your awful joint pain...
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• Medical Director of Medical Age Management, Inc. San Diego, California. 
• Voted one of San Diego’s top doctors, 2008
• Certified in Family Medicine
• Advanced Fellow, Anti-Aging, Functional and Regenerative Medicine
• Diplomate American Board of Anti-Aging Medicine
Dr. Farnesi received his medical training from the University of California – Irvine,  
Stanford University, and SHARP Grossmont Hospital in La Mesa, CA where he served  
as Chief Resident. He has also been an investigator in clinical trials for new medical  
treatments since 2001.

my practice in San Diego. 

Thousands have trusted me with their 
health and serving them has been an honor. 
Today, I hope to reach even more people that 
are suffering with almost-constant joint pain 
– people like you. I know exactly what you’re 
going through, because…

I’ve suffered with  
non-stop joint pain, too.

I suffered from chronic knee pain and 
stiffness caused by football and hiking. I was 
born with flat feet, which predisposed my 
knees to injury.

The most difficult thing about this chronic 
pain and stiffness was giving up all those 
things I liked to do for fun... like skiing, hiking 
and working out.

I’d probably STILL be in pain today if I 
hadn’t come across this groundbreaking news.

If you want to learn more about natural  
pain management... then hear me out. Because 
what I am suggesting doesn’t require any 
special visits to medical clinics, doctors or 
hospitals.

You can accomplish this by relaxing at 
home!

Meet Darren Farnesi, M.D.

“I suffer from chronic bilateral knee pain due to medial  
meniscus removals from injuries sustained in 1990 and 1994.  
I now have mild arthritis in both joints due to the lack of the 
meniscus cushion. I suffer from some type of pain on a daily  
basis – a twinge, a little stiffness, a small ache if I’m in the 
wrong position, etc.  

Dr. Farnesi knows how well Reprieve works, because he takes it himself!

Stanford scientists discover 
a surprising solution…

“I have noticed that since being on Reprieve I’m 
having a lot of symptom-free days now. I am NOT 
a fan of taking anti-inflammatory medications such 
as ibuprofen, etc. on a regular basis so this is a very 
nice option for me.  I plan to continue taking it! “

Continued next page...

So why are you still hurting?



“My surgery was cancelled!”
  Hank said “NOPE” to surgery and tried Reprieve instead...

       “Reprieve attacks your pain on MULTI PLE levels.  
That’s why it can bring you AMAZING, long -term relief!”

However, pain is a very  
stealth enemy. You have to attack  

it from multiple levels in order  
to experience total relief.

Which is why we added this next unsung hero to 
the Reprieve formula. It’s often called “the mineral 
of life” and for good reason: plants can’t  
live or grow without it.  Dr. Rex Newnham 
discovered that people in countries with 
soil low in this mineral had a higher 
incidence of  joint problems. 

This lowly mineral is called boron. 
And modern science shows it’s critical 
for building and repairing joint cartilage.

“71% show improvement”
In a 2-week, double-blind, placebo-controlled 

human study3 researchers reported that 71% of 
the people taking boron experienced improvement 
in their joint pain.  Plus, their physical function 

IMPROVED by 25% within the first 7 days alone!

With this kind of track record, you can see why 
we added boron to the Reprieve formula. 

The final nutrient in Reprieve is an extract 
of  a resin found only in a tree in India. It’s a 
compound that was treasured by the  

Three Wise Men – and  
modern research  
confirms its pain- 
easing wonders. 

It’s called frankincense. And  
double-blind, placebo-controlled studies 
offered proof positive that it can…

“Reduce joint aches by a stunning 62%”
In a 2004 study at NYU Medical School4, 

researchers recruited 30 people with knee pain 
and gave half the group a daily supplement 
containing 333 mg of Indian frankincense;  
others got a placebo.

“Promising 
for chronic 
pain relief.”

3 Human Study – Small Pilot Double Blind Placebo Controlled Trial  
(Newnham Ess 1994)  

4 Kimmatkar N, Thawani V, Hingorani L, Khiyani R. Efficacy and tolerability of Boswellia 
serrata extract in treatment of osteoarthritis 

Individual results may vary. 

Discover a better way to relieve your pain!

Call 1-800-863-2406  
to request your RISK-FREE  

supply of Reprieve.8

Hank was a hardworking U.S. mail carrier for the better part of 20 years.  
It’s a good job, but it took its toll on his knees. He made do with over the counter  

remedies, but eventually, every step of his route hurt. His doctor prescribed surgery. 
“I couldn’t afford to be out of work for a long recovery, plus I’d heard some scary stories about 

knee replacement,” he told us. “Still… I was in pain, so I had the doc pencil in a date.” 
The next day, a co-worker told him about the pain-relieving benefits of Reprieve. 

“I decided to give it a go … kind of last ditch effort before I went under the 
knife. Boy, am I glad I did! The pain practically vanished within 2 weeks  

      … surgery cancelled!” 

Today, Hank is walking his route  
pain-free thanks to Reprieve! 



The results? Researchers stated: 
“ALL patients reported a decrease 
in knee pain, increased flexion and 
increased walking distance. The 
frequency of swelling in the knee 
joint decreased as well.”

According to the Arthritis Foun-
dation, the special compounds in 
frankincense can “prevent cartilage 
loss and inhibit the autoimmune 
process. It’s a powerful treatment for 
all types of joint issues.”

University Research Confirms 
it: the combin ation of corydalis, 
silymarin, boron, and frankincense 
is the tested solution for your very 
worst pain.

You get all of them in Reprieve…
in the same dosage levels shown in 
studies to deliver the best results.

You can almost FEEL  
your joints say, “aaahhh!”
Let’s face it. Life isn’t fun when you 

hurt.  Just imagine being able to…

n Walk the dog as long as you’d 
like without wincing… 

n Sleep through the night without 
tossing and turning… 

n Play with your grandkids without 
‘feeling it’ the next day…

n Walk up and down steps easily, 
and without a bit of pain…

YOU BE THE JUDGE!
Take the Reprieve 60-Day Challenge

(Clip and 
save)

Why the Report Card? Because I honestly believe that the more 
you take note of the results that come with taking Reprieve as 
directed, the more thrilled you’ll be. It’s that simple.

If this 10-point checklist doesn’t provide “proof positive” for you, 
simply return the unused portion — or even the empty bottle 
— within 2 months a full, no-questions-asked refund. Plain and 
simple: you have nothing to lose… except swollen knees, stiff  
fingers,  aching hips and other joint and muscle discomfort!

Date Started ____/____/_____  

Date Evaluated ____/_____/_____

After using Reprieve as directed, I’ve noticed… 

1. I can get up from my chair more easily.      *Yes    *No

2. My joints don’t feel as stiff in the morning.     *Yes    *No 

3. My flexibility and range of motion        *Yes    *No
    has improved

4. My hands, fingers and other problem      *Yes    *No
    joints feel better.

5. I can climb up and down stairs more easily      *Yes    *No

6. It works quickly and more effectively      *Yes    *No
    than other natural solutions

7. My overall joint pain and stiffness is reduced   *Yes    *No

8.  I can stand and walk without pain       *Yes    *No  

9. I can bend, flex and move more easily      *Yes    *No

10.  I am enjoying active, pain-free living again!  *Yes    *No 
  

Reprieve is, without doubt, 
the most effective natural 
advance for  relieving your 
pain and rehabbing your 
joints ever offered.

“ “
       “Reprieve attacks your pain on MULTI PLE levels.  
That’s why it can bring you AMAZING, long -term relief!”

“A potent painkiller in  
Chinese medicine”
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Hank was a hardworking U.S. mail carrier for the better part of 20 years.  
It’s a good job, but it took its toll on his knees. He made do with over the counter  

remedies, but eventually, every step of his route hurt. His doctor prescribed surgery. 
“I couldn’t afford to be out of work for a long recovery, plus I’d heard some scary stories about 

knee replacement,” he told us. “Still… I was in pain, so I had the doc pencil in a date.” 
The next day, a co-worker told him about the pain-relieving benefits of Reprieve. 

“I decided to give it a go … kind of last ditch effort before I went under the 
knife. Boy, am I glad I did! The pain practically vanished within 2 weeks  

      … surgery cancelled!” 

Today, Hank is walking his route  
pain-free thanks to Reprieve! 
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inflammation, the complement cascade. And they 
figured out how to “effectively stop the cascade, 
slashing your pain almost completely”.

There are specific nutrients you can use 
RIGHT AWAY that can help you overcome 
your joint pain and restore your quality of life... 
naturally and safely.  

They are the top pain relief nutrients 
known to science and they are in the 
breakthrough formula called Reprieve.

So if you’re sick and tired of living  
day in and day out with pain…

If you struggle with crippling aches in your 
back, hips, legs, fingers, neck, or anywhere else 
in your body… 

If you’re sick and tired of looking and feeling 
way older than your age…

Or if you spend every day feeling miserable 
because you just can’t do the things you really 
want to…

Then I urge you to...

Call 1-800-863-2406 to take a  
Reprieve from your pain…  
And claim up to $86.85 in  
discounts and free gifts! 

Think about this: if Reprieve was a 
prescription drug, it would cost manufacturers 
years and millions of dollars to develop – and 
probably hundreds of dollars for you to buy.  

Try Reprieve... for deep lasting pain relief
Receive 2 BOTTLES FREE plus FREE SHIPPING with our  
“Best Value”. That’s $86.85 in discounts and free gifts!

Reprieve is a one-of-a-kind formula that features powerful  
ingredients that are shown in clinical research to turn down  
painful flare ups effectively, safely, and FAST.

Reprieve is NOT available in stores. Get the best relief you’ve  
ever felt – guaranteed or your money back!

Don’t suffer another minute.
You have nothing to lose –   
  except your pain!

Call 1-800-863-2406 or turn to  
page 15 to order Reprieve today.

      “Reprieve’s Science-Backed Ingredients SWITCH OFF    
               Pain Pathways Exactly  Where You Hurt.

Get Fast, Lasting Relief – Starting Today!
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But the research team at Juvenon accom-
plished what the drug companies couldn’t: 
develop a new generation joint-relief formula 
that’s 100% safe, costs only pennies, and is 
available to you right now.

Reprieve is, without doubt, the most effective 
natural advance for  relieving your pain and 
rehabbing your joints ever offered.  It will not 
be available in any store in the immediate 
future. You can get it only through Juvenon,

Call 1-800-863-2406 or complete  
the Reservation Certificate on  

page 15 to order Reprieve  now.
A daily, 5-month course of Reprieve  is 

ideal for getting your joint-repair factory back 
online.  Plus, you get 2 additional bottles FREE 
and free shipping. This is the best bang for 
your buck  — So I highly recommend you go 
for the Best Deal.  

You can also choose a 3-month supply and 
get 1 additional bottle free — or purchase a 

single bottle.  No matter what you decide 
there’s absolutely no risk, because…

Your satisfaction is  
100% guaranteed

I pledge to you that Reprieve will 
take you from severe pain to virtually no 

pain in four weeks or your money back. 
You will have this deep lasting relief 
for your knees, hips, back, neck and 

hands.

I want you to use Reprieve for two months.  
If you’re not pleased with the results after 
60 days — for any reason — just return the 

unused portion and we’ll issue a complete 
refund (minus shipping and handling costs), 
no questions asked! 

So why not see experience  
the transformation Reprieve  

can make in YOUR life?
Take advantage of the new research and 

reclaim the pain-free life you deserve. Reprieve 
is the RIGHT decision. I guarantee it or your 
money back.

To Your Good Health,

Darren Farnesi, M.D.
For Reprieve

P.S. – You pay the lowest price per 
bottle plus get 2 additional bottles 
FREE and free shipping with our 
BEST DEAL. That’s a combined 
$86.85 in discounts and free gifts.  
Turn to page 15 or call us at   
1-800-863-2406 to order today. 

P.P.S. Remember, Reprieve 
must end your worst pain or 
you don’t pay. If, after 60 days 
you don’t feel like we made 
the grade, every penny of your 
purchase price will go right back 
in your pocket. That’s about as  
risk-free as it gets!

2 FREE 
bottles with our 

Best Deal!

      “Reprieve’s Science-Backed Ingredients SWITCH OFF    
               Pain Pathways Exactly  Where You Hurt.

Get Fast, Lasting Relief – Starting Today!

Your results may vary. These statements have not been evaluated by the 
Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, 
treat, cure or prevent any disease. You should always consult with your 
physician before using these or any such products.
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